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Chief Richard Kane
(retired) 
This year, we dedicate our Town Report to Chief Richard Kane, who retired after more than thirty five 
years serving our community. Chief Kane served the Town as a leader and set an example of civic duty. 
With his family he enjoyed serving the Town. He began his career at the Exeter Police Department in 1981 
and rose through the ranks holding every position in the Department. He was appointed Chief in 1999. 
He is active in the community as a member of the Knights of Columbus, as a long-time coach in the Exeter 
Seahawks football program and as a coach for the freshman and JV baseball teams at Exeter High School. 
The Chief has a degree in business from Babson College and has spent his career always looking forward 
in the law enforcement field as a member of: Rockingham Chiefs of Police Association; International 
Association of Chiefs of Police; Seacoast Emergency Management Team (and its Board of Directors), and 
the FBI National Academy Association. He continued with his education earning advanced training 
techniques at Babson College Command Institute, American College of Forensic Examiners, FBI National 
Academy and he is Level 4 certified in Homeland Security. 
Chief Kane initiated many programs to ensure residents’ safety and security: Assigned an officer to 
Internet Crimes Against Children state-wide task force; instituted the first school district-wide building 
lock down procedures; Instituted online crime mapping for residents; provided free gun locks and drug 
testing kits and introduced Facebook and Twitter to the department for better communication with 
residents and the media. 
Under Chief Kane’s management and through his initiatives, Exeter was named “New Hampshire’s Safest 
Towns” in 2014. 
From  a grateful community, Thank you Chief Kane. 
Dedication 2015
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TOWN OF EXETER, NH 
FIRST SESSION OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 
DELIBERATIVE SESSION 
SATUDAY, JANUARY 31, 2015 
The first session of the 2015 Town Meeting was held at Exeter Co-Operative High School, 1 Blue Hawk Drive, 
in the Arthur L. Hanson III Center for the Performing Arts.  Town Moderator Paul Scafidi called the session to 
order at 9:03 AM.  Moderator Scafidi asked attendees to join him in Pledging Allegiance to the American Flag.  
He introduced the Town Officials seated at the head tables (from his left): Town Clerk, Andrea Kohler; Town 
Counsel, Walter Mitchell; Town Manager, Russell Dean; Finance Director, Doreen Ravell; Selectman and Vice 
Chair, Dan Chartrand; Selectwoman and Chair, Julie Gilman; Selectwoman and Clerk, Nancy Belanger; 
Selectman, Ann Surman; Selectman Don Clement and Town Treasurer, Alan Corey.   Moderator Scafidi asked 
people coming into the auditorium to sign in with Checklist Supervisors.  It is custom for non-residents to be 
allowed to speak to certain Articles because of their expertise.  A motion was made to allow these people to 
speak.  The motion made, seconded and approved. 
Moderator Scafidi will recognize one resident at a time, but will recognize the proponent of an Article to speak 
before any other resident.  Each speaker is to state their name and address in Town. Any amendment made to an 
Article must be seconded, and then followed by discussion.  Following discussion the Moderator will call for a 
voice vote, or a card vote, from the registered voters present at this meeting. 
Moderator Scafidi said the names of the candidates associated with Article 1 would be listed on the Ballot, as 
well as Articles 2 through 9, which are Zoning Articles.  This meeting has no power to amend these Articles as 
previous public hearings have been held regarding the Zoning Articles.  Moderator Scafidi said he and/or the 
Planning Director could address any questions or concerns relative to the Zoning Amendments following the 
meeting.  
Moderator Scafidi called to discuss Article 28 and Article 29 before Article 10 because they are related to 
each other and it would be easier to understand their relationship being presented together.   
Article 28 
To see if the Town will vote to adopt Chapter 162-K of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes, which if adopted 
will grant the Town authority to establish tax increment financing districts.(Majority vote 
required)Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0.   
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  
Brian Griset asked for clarification of the plural word of “districts”.  Are there more than one? 
Selectmen, Don Clement explained it is part of the language of the statute. 
Moderator Scafidi called for further discussion of the Article. 
Seeing none, Moderator Scafidi declared the Article will go on the ballot as written. 
Article 29 
To see if the Town will vote to: 
a) Establish a municipal economic development and revitalization district as shown on a map entitled
Proposed Epping Road Tax Increment District (dated January 20, 2015) and which generally 
encompasses portions of Epping Road east and west of Epping Road.  The district will have the name of 
the Epping Road Tax Increment Financing District. 
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b) Authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint a District Administrator in accordance with RSA 162-K:13
and create a five member advisory board in accordance with RSA 162:K-14 with membership to be
determined by the Selectboard.
c) Adopt the provisions of the Epping Road Tax Increment District Plan (dated January 20, 2015) in
accordance with RSA 162-K:9, which allocates the use of tax increments for retirement of bonds and
notes as outlined in the plan.(Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0.
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  
Selectman, Don Clement explained the Article.  Darren Winham, Economic Development Director further 
explained the Article with a power point presentation. Jim Peschell spoke in favor of the Article, but questions 
the steps that will be taken to make sure we not allow variances to develop residential areas in the TIF District? 
Darren Winham will take notes of all questions and answer them at the end of discussion. Allan Corey spoke in 
favor of the Article, but questions the power the advisory board would have?  Also questions why taxes would 
be used for an access road for developers? Cathy Corson spoke in favor of the Article and questions how long 
before we see our tax rate go down? Gwen English spoke against the Article and is concerned if the ends up 
being more than 6.85 million what do we do if it ends up costing us more? Economic Development Director, 
Darren Winham answered the questions.  1.  The ZBA determines non-commercial use of property. 2.  It is in 
the best interest of the Town to put water and sewer across Hwy 101 for future development. 3. The Advisory 
Board is just that, to give advice.  4.  We will not bill out the any project until the developers have gone through 
ZBA and planning board.  When the developers are ready to put shovel to ground, is when the Town will build 
the infrastructure.  We can time this accordingly as we will not be using tax dollars.  5.  As interest in building 
in Exeter grows, the more opportunity there is in economic development.  6.  The proposed 91 residential units 
are on residential property and we can’t stop them from putting residential units on residential property.  6.  The 
quicker we can bill this out, the quicker our taxes will go down.  7.  There is no mechanism for us to borrow 
more than that.  Selectmen, Don Clement explained the bond issue of the project and urged the voters to move 
forward and vote yes for this article. Selectman, Dan Chartrand, spoke in favor of the article. Brian Griset spoke 
in favor of the article .Resident, Elliott Berkowitz spoke in favor of the article. Town Treasurer, Allan Corey 
questioned if the 91 residential units have a TIF increment? Does the base tax will go into the General Fund?  
Economic Development Director, Darren Winham explained when the TIF is voted in, the rate is set.  It’s the 
increment that is above that, that goes towards paying off the TIF infrastructure. Town Treasurer, Allan Corey 
questioned at what point does property come out of current use?  Town Manager, Russell Dean explained 
property comes out of current use when the shovel meets the ground on an approved plan.  The land use change 
tax goes into the General Fund.   Alan Corey asked why is the Continental Drive land being included in the TIF 
if the infrastructure is already completed? Darren Winham explained the TIF District overlays the ERZ.   Kate 
Miller spoke in favor of the Article stating we should not be afraid of families with children moving into our 
town.  Robert Mike-Meyer spoke of his concern in regards to how certain aspects of the language of this Article 
has been rushed.  He is against Article 8 and so he is against the TIF.  Joanna Pellerine stated it is a bitter pill 
for her to swallow to say the only way the TIF will work is to give up our wetland buffer zone.  She is 
concerned about the table values by which the wetlands will be classified.  Darren Winham explained the 
wetland table was designed by wetland scientists and they will be available when the discussions continue in 
regards to the wetlands and the TIF.  Selectmen, Don Clement asked the voters not to confuse the TIF Articles 
with the wetland Articles, they are two different things.  Selectman, Dan Chartrand made a motion to 
change the numeral 20 in line 2 and line 8 so it will read January 30 in both places in the Article.  It was 
seconded. Moderator Scafidi asked for discussion of the amendment.  Seeing none, Moderator Scafidi 
called for a voice vote.  The Ayes have it.  The date January 20 will be changed to January 30 in both 
places in the Article. Moderator Scafidi asked for further discussion of the Article. Kathy Corson asked if 
developers can get a variance for residential property in a commercial property zone? Darren Winham answered 
yes, you can petition the ZBA for a variance and vice versa.  Harry Thayer stated this is a win, win for the 
Town.  Jason Proulx spoke in favor of the Article. Moderator Scafidi called for a voice vote for Mr. Kevin 
King from Stratham to speak to the Article.  Voice vote taken the Ayes have it.   
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Kevin King from Stratham stated economic growth has not been allowed to happen because of the wetland 
setbacks.  Developers and contractors leave the wetlands in a much better state and is a positive for the Town. 
Moderator Scafidi called for further discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, declared the Article to go on 
the ballot as amended. 
Article 10 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six million eight hundred forty five thousand 
and three hundred twelve dollars ($6,845,312) for the design and construction of roads, water and sewer 
improvements in the Epping Road Tax Increment District, in accordance with RSA 162-K:8, and to authorize 
the issuance of not more than ($6,845,312) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal 
Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate such bonds or notes and to 
determine the rate of interest thereon .It is anticipated that no bonds will be issued unless and until debt service 
can be paid from the tax increment district fund.  This article will only become effective subject to the passage 
of Article 28 and Article 29 of the 2015 Town Warrant.(3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen 4-0.  
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  
Selectman, Don Clement explained the Article.  Town Manager, Russell Dean, we would not be borrowing any 
money until there is money from the TIFF to pay for it.  This bond does not impact on the Town’s net debt. 
Anthony Zwaan asked if the feasibility to run water and sewer been looked at?  If the administration decides not 
to build a road, is there an alternative?  Darren Winham stated we are not committed to do anything until there 
is development that would warrant it.  Moderator Scafidi called for further discussion, seeing none the 
Article will go on the ballot as written. 
Article 11 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven hundred eleven thousand and zero dollars 
($711,000) for the replacement of culverts and associated bridge reconstruction work on Linden Street and to 
authorize the issuance of not more than ($711,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the 
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such 
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon.(3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Selectwoman Gilman explained the Article. 
Moderator Scafidi called for further discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go the ballot 
as written. 
Article 12 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred and eighty thousand and zero 
dollars ($580,000) for the design and construction of concrete sidewalks and curbing, bumpouts, stormwater 
management structures, and installation of street trees in the greater downtown including Water Street from 
Great Bridge to Swasey Parkway, and Front Street from the Bandstand to Spring and Elm Streets, and to 
authorize the issuance of not more than ($580,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the 
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such 
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. 
(3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Selectwoman, Anne Surman explained the Article. 
Moderator Scafidi called for further discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the 
ballot as written.  
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Article 13 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred and seventy five thousand and 
zero dollars ($175,000) to add brick paver enhancements to the downtown area sidewalk project in addition to 
concrete provided for in Article 12 of this Town Warrant and to authorize the issuance of not more than 
($175,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and 
further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate 
of interest thereon; Debt service will be paid from the general fund ($175,000).  This article will only become 
effective subject to the passage of Article 12 of the 2015 Town Warrant. 
(3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 3-0-1. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Selectwoman, Anne Surman gave an explanation of 
the Article.  Bill Campbell spoke in favor of the Article explained he prefers brick but understands the cost may 
be too overwhelming but would like to see brick in some areas downtown.  Moderator Scafidi called for 
further discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as written. 
Article 14 
To choose all other necessary Town Officers, Auditors or Committees for the ensuing year. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Selectman, Dan Chartrand presented the following 
slate for the Budget Recommendations Committee as follows:  Bill Campbell, Stef Canty, Alan Corey, John 
Gilbert, Nikki Graney, Fran Hall, Phil Johnson, Bob Kelly, Peter Lennon, Nelson Lourenco, Judy Rowan, Barry 
Sandberg, Corey Stevens, Don Woodward, and Anthony Zwaan.   Moderator Scafidi called for any further 
nominations.  Nelson Lourenco asked to amend the slate and to remove himself from the slate of 
nominees.  He nominated Frank Ferraro.  It was seconded.  Moderator Scafidi called for discussion.  
Seeing none a voice vote was taken.  The Ayes have it.  Moderator Scafidi declared the slate to go on the 
ballot as amended.  Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the nominees for the following:  FENCE 
VIEWER: Doug Eastman; MEASURER OF WOOD & BARK: Doug Eastman; WEIGHER, Jay Perkins. 
Moderator Scafidi called for any further nominations. Seeing none, Moderator Scafidi declared the 
names will go on the ballot as presented. 
Article 15 
Shall the Town of Exeter raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriation by special 
warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the 
warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $17,225,406. 
Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be $17,215,345 which is the same as last year, with 
certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town of Exeter or by law, or the governing body may 
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating 
budget only.  (Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Town Manager, Russell Dean spoke in favor of the 
Article.  Mr. Frank Ferraro stated the Town of Exeter pays the most money towards the Coast bus service. 
Other towns that utilize the bus service do not pay their fair share.  In essence we are paying for these other 
towns.  We should not be subsidizing these other Towns.  Mr. Frank Ferraro made a motion to reduce the 
General Government line item of the operating budget by $15,000. ($17,210,406.00) The motion was 
seconded. Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the amendment.  Don Woodward, a member of the 
Transportation Committee spoke against the Amendment.  Brenda Shrigley stated that she rides the Coast bus 
all the time, and since the Town of Greenland is not paying, the bus service has dropped all stops in Greenland. 
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Julie Gilman spoke that we would be billed by Coast for the service they have provided for this year.  Their 
funding begins in October.  Dana Trahan, who is legally blind, stated she uses the bus to attend a technology 
support group in Portsmouth, keep medical appointments and allows me to be independent without relying on 
friends and family for transportation.  Jean Shiner, who is legally blind, moved here 10 years ago.  She was 
attracted to this Town because it is a small walkable town.  She uses the bus to keep her independence. It’s not 
just for handicap people but for all people. Anne Surman spoke in favor of the amendment but is in support of 
the Coast bus but believes by cutting the funding of Coast bus will send a message to them to become more 
efficient and we should not be subsidizing other Towns.  Nelson Lourenco stated that $15,000 is less than on 
half of the proposed funding.  He feels that Coast needs to have some accountability. Two residents from 
Newmarket asked to speak to the amendment.  Moderator Scafidi called for a vote to let them speak. The ayes 
have it.  Both residents spoke against the Amendment.  Selectman, Dan Chartrand urges the voters to vote not 
on this Amendment.  Our money is giving us more input to the ongoing discussions and process with Coast 
Bus.  Frank Ferraro spoke that although he understands the need of public transportation and is not against it at 
all but is concerned that Coast is not operating efficiently.  Greenland and Newmarket are not paying the full 
amount.  The service should be efficient and we should not be paying for other towns.  Nelson Lourenco spoke 
that after more than a year of talks, nothing has changed.  Julie Gilman spoke that we still have to honor our 
debts so we still have to pay about $25,000 for the service that we have used so far.  Dana Trahan spoke that she 
is concerned about the number of riders on the bus.  The ridership changes daily.  A call was made to move the 
amendment.  Moderator Scafidi called for a vote to amend the Article.  A card vote was taken.  The Nays 
have it.  Moderator Scafidi declared the amendment does not carry.  Moderator called for further 
discussion, seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as written. 
At 11:45 am, Moderator Scafidi called for 15 min break.  A motion was made for no more reconsideration of 
all articles acted on during morning session.  It was seconded. Moderator Scafidi called for a vote.  The 
Ayes have it.  The meeting adjourned for 15 minutes. 
At 12:01, Moderator Scafidi called the meeting to order.   
Article 16 
Shall the Town of Exeter raise and appropriate as a water operating budget, not including appropriation by 
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted 
with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling 
$2,791,462.  Should this article be defeated, the water default budget shall be $2,786,400 which is the same as 
last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town of Exeter or by law.  (Majority vote 
required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, Moderator Scafidi declared the 
Article will go on the ballot as written. 
Article 17 
Shall the Town of Exeter raise and appropriate as a sewer operating budget, not including appropriation by 
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted 
with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling 
$2,496,622.  Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be $2,428,175 which is the same as last 
year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town of Exeter or by law.   
(Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article. Seeing none, Moderator Scafidi declared the 
Article to go on the ballot as written. 
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Article 18 
To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items recommended in the fact finders report dated December 
31, 2014, and subsequently accepted by the Board of Selectmen and the Exeter Police Association - NEPBA 
which calls for the following salaries and benefits at the current staffing levels: 
Year Estimated Salary and Benefits Increase Health Insurance Savings 
FY15 $29,298 ($25,723) 
FY16 $66,375 ($51,446) 
FY17 $37,018 ($51,446) 
And further, to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand five hundred and seventy five dollars ($3,575) 
for the 2015 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and 
benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels. A complete copy of the fact finders report can 
be found at exeternh.gov and copies will be available at the deliberative session.(Majority vote required) 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article. Seeing none, Moderator Scafidi declared the 
Article to go on the ballot as written. 
Article 19 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven-hundred fifty thousand and zero dollars 
($750,000) for the purpose of constructing widened shoulders (bike paths) and sidewalks on Kingston Road, 
and further to authorize the withdrawal of $150,000 from the Arterial Shoulder Widening capital reserve fund 
with the remaining $600,000 to be funded through a NHDOT grant; furthermore, to authorize the Board of 
Selectmen to accept any state, federal and other grants and gifts related to the project.  This article will not 
become effective unless the NHDOT grant is awarded to the Town.  This article will not impact the tax rate. 
This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the project is completed or 
December 31, 2017, whichever is sooner. 
(Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article. 
Selectwoman Julie Gilman explained the Article. 
Moderator Scafidi called for further discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the 
ballot as written. 
Article 20 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one-hundred twenty-two thousand one hundred 
dollars ($122,100), for the purpose of mechanical design, engineering, and replacement of 1999 twin gas-fired 
boilers at the Exeter Public Safety Complex.  (Majority vote required) 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of one-hundred 
thirteen thousand eight hundred and ninety five dollars ($113,895), for the support of various human service 
agencies that will serve Exeter residents in 2015: 
Agency Amount 
A Safe Place  $5,500 
Area Home Care $13,000 
Big Brother/Big Sister $9,000 
CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates) $500 
Child and Family Services  $12,000 
Crossroads House  $3,500 
Families First  $3,000 
Friends Program (formerly RSVP)  $2,200 
Great Bay Kids $2,495 
Meals on Wheels – Food $9,200 
New Generation Shelter $2,000 
New Heights (formerly New Outlook) $3,000 
NHSPCA $1,400 
Richie McFarland Center $11,100 
Rockingham Community Action $11,000 
Seacoast Family Promise $1,500 
Seacoast Mental Health $8,500 
Seacoast VNA $5,000 
Sexual Assault Support Services (SASS)  $3,000 
St. Vincent De Paul   $5,000 
Womenade of Greater Squamscott  $2,000 
Total $113,895 
(Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as 
written. 
Article 22 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one-hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), for 
the purpose of making improvements to the public safety communications system, to enhance emergency radio 
communications throughout Exeter.  This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not 
lapse until the project is completed or December 31, 2016, whichever is sooner. 
(Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0.  
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as 
written.  
Article 23 
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a lease/purchase agreement for 
$267,677 for the purpose of lease/purchasing a replacement for the 2005 Street Sweeper for the Exeter Public 
Works Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty-six thousand four hundred and eighty-two 
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dollars ($56,482), which represents the first of 5 annual payments for that purpose.  This lease/purchase will 
contain an escape (non-appropriation) clause.(Majority vote required) 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 3-1. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as 
written. 
Article 24 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty-thousand dollars ($50,000) to be added to 
the Snow and Ice Deficit Non-Capital Reserve Fund previously established.  This sum to come from general 
fund surplus. (Majority vote required)Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0.  
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as 
written. 
Article 25 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty-thousand dollars ($50,000) to be added to 
the Sick Leave Expendable Trust Fund previously established.  This sum to come from general fund 
surplus.(Majority vote required)Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0.   
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as 
written. 
Article 26 
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a lease/purchase agreement for 
$154,561 for a replacement for the 1990 Sno-Go snow blower for the Exeter Public Works Department, and to 
raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-two thousand six hundred and fourteen dollars ($32,614), which 
represents the first of 5 annual payments for that purpose.  This lease/purchase will contain an escape (non-
appropriation) clause.(Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as 
written. 
Article 27 
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a lease/purchase agreement for 
$102,434 for a replacement for the 1993 Fire Alarm Truck for the Exeter Fire Department, and to raise and 
appropriate the sum of twenty-one thousand five hundred and seventy-three dollars ($21,573), which represents 
the first of 5 annual payments for that purpose.  This lease/purchase will contain an escape (non-appropriation) 
clause.(Majority vote required)Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 2-1-1.  




To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to negotiate and enter into a long term lease of up to 
99 years on Town owned land described as Tax Map 98 Lot 3, for the purpose of installing a cellular tower on 
the property, a portion of which will benefit the Town of Exeter communications systems.(Majority vote 
required)Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0. 
Moderator Scafidi called for discussion of the Article.  Seeing none, the Article will go on the ballot as 
written. 
There being no further business to come before the meeting, Moderator Scafidi made a motion to adjourn the 
Deliberative Session of the Annual Town Meeting.  So moved and seconded with no opposition, Moderator 
Scafidi declared the meeting adjourned at 12:34 PM and the meeting to resume at 7:00 AM at the Talbot Gym 
on Linden Street for voting purposes. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Andrea J. Kohler 
Exeter Town Clerk 
State of NH  
Rockingham County 
Dated:_______________________ 
These minutes of the Deliberative Session held on January 31, 2015 were signed before me 






































The Town continued to function in 2015 under an assessing contract with MRI as the Town’s Assessors, 
advising the Board of Selectmen on all assessing functions.   
The core functions of the assessing office include valuing all real and personal property in the Town, 
processing abatement requests, measuring and listing properties, processing veterans credits and elderly 
exemptions, and processing other tax exemptions allowed by law (disability exemptions, dining hall 
exemptions, etc.).  In addition the office continues to value all property on a regular basis to evaluate 
taxable versus non-taxable status under the NH RSAs. 
The year 2015 was a statistical update/revaluation year for the Town.  The Town’s overall taxable based 
increased by approximately 3% as a result of the revaluation.  This set the Town’s new net taxable base 
at 1,662,036,322. 
One of the main functions of the assessing office is to prepare the MS1, which is the report of the total 
valuation of Town property.  This report is filed with the Department of Revenue Administration each year 
and is used to set the tax rate.  The report captures changes in the year to year valuation of the Town.  
The most recent report is available online at exeternh.gov for interested citizens. 
The 2015 MS1 listed a total of 2,946.19 acres in current use, 17 acres in discretionary easements (RSA 
79C) and .32 acres in discretionary easements per RSA 79D.  Of the total value base, the MS1 indicates a 
total value of 1,271,908,687 in residential land and buildings, with 359,545,713 listed as commercial value 
of land and buildings.  Thus commercial to residential base ratio remained approximately 22% commercial, 
78% residential after the revaluation.  Under the Town’s assessing classifications, Riverwoods, the Town’s 
largest taxpayer, is considered a commercial use.  The second and third largest taxpayers remain PEA and 
Exeter Hospital and their affiliates. 
Assessing Clerk Janet Whitten continued to support the in-house assessing efforts through responding to 
customer requests, keeping the valuation database updated, and supporting the MRI team in their review 
of the assessing functions.  Janet is an excellent resource for residents, property owners, and other 
departments and we are grateful for her continuing efforts to support our assessing team.   
Respectfully submitted,    2015 Property Tax Rate 
Town        $  7.39 
Russell Dean School      $14.52 
Town Manager  State         $  2.55 
County      $ 1.08 

































































3120 Land Use Change Tax - General Fund $0 $0 $0
3180 Resident Tax $0 $0 $0
3185 Yield Tax $4,038 $0 $4,038
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes $39,000 $0 $39,000
3187 Excavation Tax $400 $0 $400
3189 Other Taxes $850 $0 $850
3190 Interest and Penalties on Delinquent Taxes $180,000 $0 $180,000
9991 Inventory Penalties $0 $0 $0
Licenses, Permits, and Fees
3210 Business Licenses and Permits $0 $0 $0
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $2,200,000 $0 $2,200,000
3230 Building Permits $355,000 $0 $355,000
3290 Other Licenses, Permits, and Fees $150,000 $0 $150,000
3311-3319 From Federal Government $52,000 ($52,000) $0
State Sources
3351 Shared Revenues $0 $0 $0
3352 Meals and Rooms Tax Distribution $696,839 ($5,079) $691,760
3353 Highway Block Grant $271,120 ($2,320) $268,800
3354 Water Pollution Grant $14,605 $6,867 $21,472
3355 Housing and Community Development $0 $0 $0
3356 State and Federal Forest Land Reimbursement $0 $0 $0
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement $0 $0 $0
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) $805,238 $52,000 $857,238
3379 From Other Governments $0 $0 $0
Charges for Services
3401-3406 Income from Departments $950,000 $0 $950,000
3409 Other Charges $0 $0 $0
Miscellaneous Revenues
3501 Sale of Municipal Property $350 $0 $350
3502 Interest on Investments $1,000 $0 $1,000
In accordance with RSA 21-J:35, the department is notifying you of the following changes in the 
estimated revenues used in computing the tax rate.
1 of 3MS-434-R: Exeter 2015
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Account Code Source of Revenue Estimated Revenue Change Amount
Revenue Estimates 
Adjusted
3503-3509 Other $22,000 $0 $22,000
Interfund Operating Transfers In
3912 From Special Revenue Funds $100,302 $0 $100,302
3913 From Capital Projects Funds $0 $0 $0
3914A From Enterprise Funds: Airport (Offset) $0 $0 $0
3914E From Enterprise Funds: Electric (Offset) $0 $0 $0
3914O From Enterprise Funds: Other (Offset) $0 $0 $0
3914S From Enterprise Funds: Sewer (Offset) $2,482,017 $0 $2,482,017
3914W From Enterprise Funds: Water (Offset) $2,791,462 $0 $2,791,462
3915 From Capital Reserve Funds $203,000 $0 $203,000
3916 From Trust and Fiduciary Funds $10,000 $0 $10,000
3917 From Conservation Funds $0 $0 $0
Other Financing Sources
3934 Proceeds from Long Term Bonds and Notes $8,136,312 $0 $8,136,312
Subtotal of Revenues $19,465,533 ($532) $19,465,001
2 of 3MS-434-R: Exeter 2015
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Explanation of Adjustments
Account Reason for Adjustment Warrant Number
3311-3319 Reclassified to Account 3359
3352 State Revenue 15
3353 State Revenue 15
3354 State Revenue 15
3359 Added FEMA (through NHHEMS) $52,000; Reclassified from Account 3311-3319; Also includes RR 
$607
15,19
Revised Estimated Revenues Summary Exeter Change Amount State Adjusted
Subtotal of Revenues $19,465,533 ($532) $19,465,001
Unassigned Fund Balance (unreserved) $3,125,567 $0 $3,125,567
Less Emergency Appropriations (RSA 32:11) $0 $0 $0
Less Voted from Fund Balance $100,000 $0 $100,000
Less Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes $470,000 $105,000 $575,000
Fund Balance Retained $2,555,567 ($105,000) $2,450,567
Total Revenues and Credits $20,035,533 $104,468 $20,140,001
Requested Overlay $150,000 $0 $150,000
Assessment Overview
Total Appropriations $31,950,041
Total Revenues and Credits $20,140,001
Net Assessment $11,810,040

















This year has been a very exceptional year for the Building Department.  Major development of non-
residential and multi-family residential projects has increased the building permit revenues to a staggering 
$430,329.00 for the fiscal year.  We have also surpassed the total number of permits issued in one year 
to a record of 818 permits (see attached report).   
With the Town Planner leaving in June of 2015, there has been an additional workload placed on the 
Building Department staff, mostly for Barb McEvoy.  Thank you to her and the Building Department for 
taking on the additional work.  I would also like to extend thanks to Kathy Croteau, Kristen Murphy and 
Tim Tregea for their hard work in making the Building Department function as a smooth professional 
operation.   
The Building Department continues to be a resource for the residents of Exeter, property owners, 
appraisers, architects, builders, developers, engineers, realtors and anyone with questions about building 
projects and land use.   This department also works closely with the Public Works Department and Fire 
and Police Departments, all in an effort to make Exeter a great place to live.   
Respectfully submitted, 
Douglas Eastman 






























The Department of Public Works is charged with the operation and 
maintenance of Town owned facilities, including drinking water and 
wastewater treatment plants, drinking water distribution system 
(including mains, storage tanks and pumps), sewer collection system 
(including mains and pumping stations), stormwater collection 
system, public buildings, vehicle and equipment fleet, and the network 
of Town roads, signs, bridges, and dams. In addition to the essential 
routine maintenance that is conducted to keep Town facilities and 
equipment in good condition, the following projects in 2015 warrant mention. 
The Lary Lane groundwater treatment plant and well pumping stations were completed before the end 
of the year and heralded with a ribbon cutting ceremony. The new plant uses green-sand filtration to treat 
groundwater from Lary Lane, Gilman and Stadium Wells, and can supply up to 1.58 million gallons per day 
of drinking water. 
Water and sewer utilities improvements commenced on Lincoln Street, with replacement of 100+ year 
old 6-inch diameter cast iron main. Contractor Joseph P. Cardillo & Son will return in the spring of 2016 to 
complete the project. CMA Engineers of Portsmouth designed the project.  
The design of the new wastewater treatment facility at the Newfields Road site continued in 2015. Major 
milestones included completion of the final facilities plan by Wright-Pierce in March, preliminary design 
report in October, and a 5-day value engineering effort led by Process Analysts and Hazen & Sawyer in 
December. Valuable input and feedback from various groups along the way, including NHDES, USEPA, 
Water/Sewer Advisory Committee, Board of Selectmen and town staff, improve the value of the project. 
Final design is underway. The Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) issued by USEPA to the Town 
requires construction of the new wastewater treatment facility to commence by June of 2016 and be 
complete by June 2018. The Town will seek authorization at the 2016 Town meeting for approximately 
$49.98 million for construction of a new 4-stage Barden Pho treatment facility. 
Construction of the new concrete bridge to replace the undersized and eroded culverts at Little River on 
Linden Street was completed by George Cairns & Sons. The Court Street Bridge over the Little River, which 
has been designed and permitted, is scheduled for construction in 2017. 
The following roads were paved in 2015: Portsmouth Ave., Watson Rd., Crawford Ave., Lary Ln, Arbor St., 
Cottage St., Gill St (reclaimed), and Water St. (from Green to Summer). 
I thank Public Works employees for their hard work and dedication to provide essential, quality services 
to the community. I also thank the citizens of Exeter for their support and understanding during our brief 
but intense construction season. I also thank the Town Manager and Board of Selectmen for their 
guidance, support and assistance throughout the year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jennifer R. Perry, P.E. 
Director of Public Works 
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The Exeter Arts Committee’s mission is to encourage, support and promote the arts in 
Exeter and surrounding towns. The Committee is appointed by the Board of Selectmen 
and consists of nine citizen members (six of whom must be residents of Exeter) and one 
representative from the Board of Selectmen. With the exception of the Selectmen’s 
Representative, Committee members serve staggered three-year terms. The Committee 





Exeter-Squamscott River Local Advisory Committee 
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Exeter voters approved the formation of the Exeter Heritage Commission in 2007. The purpose of a 
heritage commission, per RSA 673:1(II) and 674:44-b, is to offer a valuable means for local government to 
manage, recognize, and protect historical and cultural resources.  They are intended to have a town-wide 
scope (not confined to Historic Districts) and a range of activities that is determined by each individual 
municipality and geared to that particular community's needs and wants.  Basically, a heritage commission 
does for historical resources what a conservation commission does for natural resources:  it advises and 
assists other local boards and commissions; conducts inventories; educates the public on matters relating 
to historic preservation; provides information on historical resources; and serves as a resource for 
revitalization efforts.  
The Heritage Commission has been awarded grants each year for activities under its purview. In the past, 
we have conducted a series of surveys (which in the preservation world means documentation and 
interpretation) of the town’s development. We completed a survey of the Franklin St. /River St. 
neighborhood that determined the area is eligible to be listed on the National Register of Historical Places 
for consideration of its architecture, the history of manufacturing businesses and also the pattern of 
immigrant migration and the factory workers who lived there. We also had the Winter Street Cemetery 
surveyed. It too is eligible for the National Register. Copies of these surveys can be found at the Exeter 
Library. 
2015 was a relatively quiet year for the Heritage Commission. Much of the work was in coordination of 
projects headed by the Historic District Commission. The Heritage Commission coordinated two 
presentations given at the Historical Society on architectural styles and period pain colors. We also 
participated in the National Alliance of Preservation Commission’s CAMP educational program organized 
by the HDC. More about this event can be found in the HDC’s report. The Winter Street Cemetery was 
also at the forefront with discussions on how to rehabilitate the grave monuments and care taking of the 
facility. The Daughters of the American Revolution have taken a strong interest in the cemetery as there 
are many Revolutionary War veteran graves there. They’ve begun to hold an annual Wreaths Across 
America event. The American Independence Museum is now holding a “Ghosts of Exeter” event every 
October. The Heritage Commission’s goal for the next few years is to repair or preserve the monuments 
to prepare for its National Register listing. 
One of the Heritage Commission’s duties is to review buildings proposed for demolition for any building 
in town that is 50 years or older. The review is to determine if the building is evidence of and a resource 
contributing to Exeter’s history. Demolition Reviews do not prevent demolition but is an opportunity to 
advocate against demolition if a loss to the town’s history will be lost if not preserved. Many people do 
not consider a fifty year old building to have historical value but new development, population and 
building materials threaten to wipe out evidence of our past development. This year we had only three, 
201 High Street, 55 Park Street and an accessory building, known as the “Potting Shed” at PEA’s property 
at 75 Front Street. All were subsequently demolished. 
The Commission was also involved in determining a solution to mitigate the loss of the Great Dam, a 
contributing historical resource to the town and in this case part of the National Registered Downtown 
Historic District. This process is a requirement for Federally funded projects that include aspects of ground 
Heritage Commission
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disturbance and/or demolition. Mitigation, known as Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act, provides for some recording be it documentation, display, interpretive plaques or other material that 
will preserve the history of the dam and its uses. The Heritage Commission and other boards involved 
with the dam removal formed a committee of representatives and presented six project ideas to the Board 
of Selectmen. The Selectmen then forwarded them to the NH Department of Historical Resources which 
has the ultimate authority to choose any solution. NH DHR found that all six proposed projects together 
fulfill the dam removal mitigation objective. The DHR then works in concurrence with the Federal entity 
involved, in this case NOAA, and have oversight of the mitigation completion. This is the first time Section 
106 has been a prominent part of a town project. 
We look forward to the process completion and the implementation of the dam removal mitigation 
objectives. 
Respectfully submitted, 
John Merkle, Chair 
Exeter Heritage Commission 
Heritage Commission
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“The Historic District Commission is your mechanism for monitoring and preserving the integrity and 
beauty of the historic districts.  It serves to safeguard the architectural heritage of the Town; preserve the 
elements of the community’s architectural, cultural, social, economic and political history; conserve 
property values; foster civic pride; and to promote the use of historic districts for the education, pleasure 
and welfare of the citizens of Exeter.” Town of Exeter HDC, Preservation Guidelines 
In 2014, the Historic District Commission in collaboration with the Heritage Commission applied for 
and were granted funds for the education and public outreach through a CLG Grant.  In 2015, the 
following actions were taken to utilize the funds granted: 
- Commission Assistance and Mentoring Program (CAMP) for Historic District Commission, Heritage 
Commission members and key Town staff to learn best practices for historic preservation through 
focused training.  A one and a half day CAMP was held in Exeter in April, 2015.  The CAMP was 
attended by the following HDC members:  Fred Kollmorgen, Valerie Ouellette, Pam Gjettum, Julie 
Gilman, Nicole Martineau and Patrick Gordon. 
- Review and revise Historic District Commission application.  HDC member Nicole Martineau 
authored the revisions to the HDC application.  The application was divided into three separate 
applications in an effort to bring clarity to the public for the information requested by the HDC.  
The revised format will also allow the Town Planning Department to clearly identify the 
information submitted by the applicants.  The new applications are specific to the work proposed 
for appropriateness they include, Signage, Change to Existing Structure and New Construction.  
The applicants will receive an Approval of Appropriateness when accepted by the Commission. 
The first reading of the new applications will occur at the January, 2016 HDC Meeting. 
- The Historic District Commission and Heritage Commission’s website pages were updated on the 
Town of Exeter website, providing easier access to information such as the Historic District 
Commission’s application and guidelines. 
An educational series consisting of two seminars was offered to the general public.  The first was titled, 
Evolution of Historic Architecture:  What style is my home?  The second was titled, A Colorful History of 
Homes:  The Great White Hype. 
In 2015 the Historic District Commission in collaboration with the Heritage Commission applied for and 
were granted funds for the hiring of a third party consultant to review and rewrite the HDC Preservation 
Guidelines through a CLG Grant.  An RFP was issued November 30, 2015.  Bids are to be received January 
5, 2016. 
The following list includes the applications submitted to the Historic District Commission and their 
subsequent results. 
Signage: 
6 Chestnut Street – new signage – approved 
8 High Street – signage - approved 
Historic District Commission
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Change of Appearance to an Existing Structure: 
6 Front Street – change of appearance to an existing structure - approved 
1-9 Water Street – change of appearance to an existing structure - approved 
8 High Street – change of appearance to an existing structure – approved 
5 Rocky Hill – change of appearance to an existing structure – approved 
129 High Street – change of appearance to an existing structure – approved 
84 Front Street – change of appearance to an existing structure – approved 
Addition / New Construction: 
120 High Street – addition to an existing structure - approved 
20 Franklin Street – demolition and new construction – approved 
29 Front Street – new construction – approved 
14 Tan Lane – addition to an existing structure - approved 
Other: 
89 High Street – change of appearance to an existing structure - application withdrawn 
String Bridge project – advisory only – Hoyle Tanner & Associates 
The Commission would like to bring special attention to the property of 33-37 Water Street.  This approved 
application and completion of construction stands as the best example in 2014 of the collaboration 
between the property owners and the Historic District Commission.  This included an invitation from the 
property owners to walk the property giving them the opportunity to explain their proposed renovations. 
The property owner’s passion for historic restoration and preservation was much appreciated.  The result 
is a stellar example of preserving the historic fabric of the Water Street experience as well as the creation 
of a new contributor to Exeter’s economy. 
The Historic District Commission is excited to see what the 2016 applications will present us with.  
Respectfully submitted, 
Patrick Gordon 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Trustee of Trust Fund
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Jurisdiction Tax Effort Valuation Tax Rate
Total $0 $0.00
Municipal Tax Rate Calculation
Jurisdiction Tax Effort Valuation Tax Rate
Municipal $12,286,489 $1,662,036,322 $7.39
County $1,796,214 $1,662,036,322 $1.08
Local Education $24,128,113 $1,662,036,322 $14.52
State Education $4,153,571 $1,629,087,558 $2.55
Total $42,364,387 $25.54










Total Municipal Tax Effort $42,364,387
War Service Credits ($323,000)
Village District Tax Effort $0
Total Property Tax Commitment $42,041,387
10/19/2015
Stephan Hamilton
Director of Municipal and Property Division
New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration














Employee Gross Earnings Report FY 2015
Department / Position Employee  Name  Regular Earnings 








Selectman Belanger Nancy 3,000 3,000             
Selectman Chartrand Daniel 3,000 3,000             
Selectman Clement Donald 3,000 3,000             
Selectwoman Gilman Julie 4,000 4,000             
Selectwoman Surman Anne 3,000 3,000             
Total Board of Selectmen 16,000$                -$            -$         -$            16,000$         
Town Manager
Town Manager Dean Russell 107,121                107,121         
Executive Assistant Riffle Sheri 48,839 48,839           
Total Town Manager 155,960$             -$            -$         -$            155,960$      
Information Technology
IT -Part Time Robicheau Kyrra 13,951 13,951           
IT Coordinator Swanson Andrew 84,339 84,339           
Total Information Technology 98,290$                -$            -$         -$            98,290$         
Channel 22 EXTV
CATV Assistant Dipalermo Dominic 1,940 1,940             
CATV Assistant Donnell Hillary 2,978 2,978             
CATV Assistant Fellows James 10,056 10,056           
CATV Assistant Gosselin Chelsey 8,063 8,063             
CATV Assistant Keenan Thomas 478 478                 
CATV Assistant McCoy Maxen 3,263 3,263             
CATV Assistant Prior David 3,419 3,419             
CATV Assistant Thrumston David 1,029 1,029             
Total EXTV 31,226$                -$            -$         -$            31,226$         
Human Resources
Human Resource Director Cisewski Donna 63,516 63,516           
Total Human Resources 63,516$                -$            -$         -$            63,516$         
Trustees of Trust Funds
Trustee of Trust Funds Parks Sandra 828 828                 
Total Trustee of Trust funds 828$  -$            -$         -$            828$              
Town Moderator
Town Moderator Scafidi Paul 600 600                 
Town Moderator Thayer, III Harry 200 200                 
Total Town Moderator 800$  -$            -$         -$            800$              
Town Clerk
Deputy Town Clerk (PT) Batchelder Sonya 31,793 31,793           
Town Clerk Kohler Andrea 70,592 70,592           
Asst Town Clerk Quinn Eve 41,387 84               750             42,221           
Asst Town Clerk Simpson Leann 34,184 650             34,834           
Total Town Clerk 177,956$             84$             -$         1,400$       179,440$      
Elections
Election Worker Adlington Ellen 203 203                 
Election Worker Berman Francine 102 102                 
Election Worker Briselden Don 51 51 
Election Worker Campbell Anne 203 203                 
Election Worker Cowan Janice 102 102                 
Election Worker Cross Sandra 102 102                 
Election Worker Forbes Anita 22 22 
Election Worker Gagne Barbara 51 51 
Checklist Supervisor Gorman Susan 413 413                 
Checklist Supervisor Hamel Paula 922 922                 
Election Worker Lileinthal Lois 33 33 
Checklist Supervisor Miller Camille 188 188                 
Election Worker Morisette Deborah 102 102                 
Election Worker Moyer Karen 102 102                 
Election Worker Mueller John 62 62 
Checklist Supervisor Nawoichyk Vicky 140 140                 
Election Worker Savage Eric 22 22 
Election Worker Savage Lucia 123 123                 
Election Worker Smith Carole 51 51 




Employee Gross Earnings Report FY 2015
Department / Position Employee  Name  Regular Earnings 







Recording Secretary (PT) Herrick Elizabeth 935 935                 
Recording Secretary (PT) McGraw Sarah 1,813 1,813             
Recording Secretary (PT) Nelcoski Brigitte 126 126                 
Recording Secretary (PT) Rogers Grace 105 105                 
Recording Secretary (PT) Piper Nicole 6,055 6,055             
Recording Secretary (PT) Raub Virginia 973 973                 
10,007$                -$            -$         -$            10,007$         
Finance
Accounting Clerk Perrier Helen 46,306 850             47,156           
Finance Director Ravell Doreen 98,299 98,299           
Accountant Zogopoulos Laura 60,775 60,775           
Total Finance 205,380$             -$            -$         850$           206,230$      
Treasurer
Town Treasurer (Jan-Mar 2015) Corey Allan 2,216 2,216             
Town Treasurer (Mar-Present) Penny Susan 6,648 6,648             
Total Treasurer 8,864$                  -$            -$         -$            8,864$           
Tax Collection
Deputy Tax Collector Fecteau Linda 49,277 49,277           
Temporary Assistance Hamel Donna 524 524                 
Collections Clerk Mitchell Carole 44,226 8                  1,500          45,734           
Temporary Assistance Rogers Grace 4,024 4,024             
Total Tax Collection 98,051$                8$               -$         1,500$       99,559$         
Assessing
Assessing Clerk Whitten Janet 46,312 102             800             47,214           
Total Assessing 46,312$                102$           -$         800$           47,214$         
Planning
Planning Inspector Baillargeon Joseph 838 838                 
Administrative Assistant (PT) Burley Leigh 190 190                 
Administrative Assistant (PT) Croteau Kathleen 19,019 19,019           
Natural Resource Planner (PT) Murphy Kristen 30,133 30,133           
Town Planner von Aulock Sylvia 46,551 46,551           
Total Planning 96,731$                -$            -$         -$            96,731$         
Inspections/Code Enforcement
Building Inspector/Code Eastman Douglas 75,533 75,533           
Office Mgr. Deputy CEO McEvoy Barbara 59,872 59,872           
Electrical Inspector (PT) Tregea Timothy 29,684 29,684           
Total Inspections/Code Enforcement 165,089$             -$            -$         -$            165,089$      
Economic Development
EDC Intern - (PT) Bracci Matthew 1,107$            1,107
Economic Development Director Winham Darren 79,698$ 79,698
Total Economic Development 80,805$          -$       -$     -$       80,805$    
Welfare
Welfare Director (PT) Benoit Sueanne 25,379 25,379
Total Welfare 25,379$          -$       -$     -$       25,379$    
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Secretary (PT) Bossuyt Patricia 15,628 15,628
Secretary (PT) Christie Linda 16,064 16,064
Police Chief Kane Richard 106,074 7,020 113,094
Secretary Krafton Dawn 36,271 39 36,310
Police Captain Poulin Stephan 75,533 2,820 78,353
Legal Assistant Ryan Norma 37,482 6,236 43,718
Police Captain Shupe William 77,217 6,610 83,827
Office Manager Thibeau Liz 52,563 4,619 57,182
Total Police Administration 416,832$        39$ 16,450$ 10,855$  444,176$
Staff
Detective Dilegro Joseph 33,473 2,612 2,020 2,328 40,433
Detective Mullholland Patrick 62,370 5,334 4,540 3,756 76,000
Detective/Sergeant Munck Michael 68,004 2,256 8,240 4,354 82,854
Detective Ranauro Justin 49,039 5,794 1,500 2,112 58,445
Detective/Juvenile Officer Veno Ryan 46,977 2,496 4,200 3,582 57,255
Total Police Staff 259,863$        18,492$ 20,500$ 16,132$  314,987$
Patrol  
Police Sergeant Bolduc Steven 64,902 11,878 160 4,369 81,309
Patrol Officer Bullis Bailey 44,124 3,389 2,640 2,032 52,185
Police Sergeant Butts Jeffrey 66,267 12,900 4,940 4,281 88,388
Patrol Officer Byron Joseph 50,496 1,978 14,080 3,250 69,804
School Resource Officer D'Amato Daniel 62,370 6,847 4,110 3,757 77,084
Patrol Sergeant Dewire Jason 61,357 16,431 160 2,650 80,598
Patrol Officer Gagnon Maurice 62,195 6,651 340 4,218 73,404
Patrol Officer Graciale Joshua 46,693 7,555 4,160 2,197 60,605
Patrol Officer Ingenito Michael 534 534
Animal Control Officer Jones Neal 54,405 201 3,990 3,558 62,154
Patrol Officer Nadeau Evan 47,316 6,721 6,190 2,195 62,422
Patrol Officer O'Connor Michael 46,892 4,464 760 2,061 54,177
Patrol Officer Oppenlaender Matthew 41,356 4,575 5,240 2,388 53,559
Patrol Officer Page Bruce 51,509 3,007 2,626 57,142
Police Officer PT Petroski Stephan 12,222 1,060 13,282
Patrol Officer Saluto Joseph 52,846 1,081 360 3,101 57,388
Patrol Officer Sankovich Peter 41,793 6,588 1,640 2,996 53,017
Police Sergeant Tilton Peter 63,222 9,086 160 3,809 76,277
Patrol Officer West Devin 46,323 8,292 5,440 2,087 62,142
Total Police Patrol 916,822$        111,644$ 55,430$ 51,575$  1,135,471$
Communications
Dispatcher Boireau Michelle 47,959 4,817 2,350 55,126
Dispatch Coordinator Devonshire James 54,323 919 2,711 57,953
Dispatcher Dickens Anthony 39,742 6,498 1,958 48,198
Dispatcher Galvin Timothy 41,115 6,507 2,065 49,687
Dispatcher (PT) Gianino Erin 4,001 4,001
Dispatcher Guilbault Donna 49,657 6,488 3,293 59,438
Dispatcher Hollingworth Allison 12,084 668 1,164 13,916
Dispatcher King Daniel 2,875 2,875
Dispatcher Raymond Colby 8,378 845 9,223
Dispatcher (PT) Shupe Jessica 2,589 2,589
Total Communications 262,723$        26,742$ -$     13,541$ 303,006$
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Office Manager Baillargeon Susan 59,457 59,457
Asst Chief/EMS Berkenbush Kenneth 50,413 32,447 82,860
Fire Chief Comeau Brian 106,074 106,074
Asst Chief/Training Pizon Justin 62,249 6,799 11,978 81,026
Asst Chief/Operations Wilking Eric 78,990 3,509 82,499
Total Fire Administration 357,183$        6,799$    -$ 47,934$ 411,916$
Fire Suppression/EMS
Firefighter Albine Anthony 55,438 9,590 3,902 68,930
Firefighter/Paramedic Avellino Michael 54,989 9,329 3,376 67,694
Firefighter Booth Ryan 50,081 6,668 3,069 59,818
Firefighter/EMT-I Bradford Mark 56,442 8,549 3,913 68,904
Firefighter/Paramedic Childs James 13,403 157 1,396 14,956
Firefighter/Paramedic Clark Shana 44,175 5,044 8,516 57,735
Firefighter Conner Roger 47,507 1,945 9,109 58,561
Firefighter Cook Mark 48,566 7,313 2,936 58,815
Fire Crew Chief/Paramedic Curtis Richard 54,888 14,236 3,332 72,456
Firefighter/Crew Chief Dawson Lee 64,074 5,247 4,743 74,064
Firefighter Fritz Jason M. 53,329 7,235 3,137 63,701
Fire Crew Chief/Paramedic Galvin Roswell J. 45,123 3,595 26,392 75,110
Fire Lieutenant/Paramedic Greene Jason 67,790 20,592 12,179 100,561
Firefighter/Paramedic Holmes Stephen 53,419 5,582 3,230 62,231
Fire Lieutenant Irish Robert 72,930 16,853 6,410 96,193
Fire Lieutenant/Paramedic Liporto Jeffrey 67,767 20,340 5,047 93,154
Firefighter Martin Andrew S. 50,774 5,398 3,069 59,241
Fire Lieutenant Matheson Donald 72,949 21,880 5,909 100,738
Fire Lieutenant/Fire Inspector Morin Paul 70,784 24,330 5,279 100,393
Firefighter/Paramedic Preble Todd 63,753 9,375 4,553 77,681
Firefighter/Paramedic Robicheau Patrick W. 52,263 7,916 9,311 69,490
Firefighter Sirois Timothy 47,511 7,088 9,638 64,237
Firefighter Slattery Matthew 17,770 1,237 1,523 20,530
Firefighter St. James Kevin P. 50,775 9,017 3,069 62,861
Firefighter Stevens Paul D. 59,251 6,474 11,012 76,737
Firefighter/Paramedic Turner Steven 53,442 12,483 3,230 69,155
Total Fire Suppression/EMS 1,389,193$     247,473$ -$     157,280$ 1,793,946$
Call Fire Department
Call Firefighter Cristiano Michael 747 747
Call Firefighter French Kimberly 796 796
Call Firefighter Lennox David 75 75
Call Fire Captain Sirois Paul 75 75
Call Firefighter Slattery Matthew 349 349
Call Lieutenant Therrien Matthew 1,851 1,851
Total Call Department 3,893$            -$       -$     -$       3,893$      
Health Department
Public Health & Safety Coord Cook Mary 27,857 27,857
Health Officer Jervis Judith 65,533 4,619 70,152
Total Health Department 93,390$          -$       -$     4,619$    98,009$
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Office Manager Allen Trisha 40,203 944 41,147
Engineering Technician Duffy Phyllis 1,118 1,118
Assistant Engineer Mates Jennifer 62,201 4,619 66,820
DPW Director Perry Jennifer R. 106,074 106,074
Office Manager Rogers Grace B. 30,779 17,440 48,219
Office Clerk Tontodonato Marie 4,406 14 4,420
Town Engineer Vlasich Paul 94,058 6,832 100,890
Total Public Works Administration 337,721$        958$       -$ 30,009$ 368,688$
Highway -
Heavy Equipment Operator Almon Wayne G. 41,327 10,235 550 52,112
Heavy Truck Driver Batchelder Trevor 14,402 1,094 15,496
Heavy Truck Driver Brooker Michael 13,635 611 681 14,927
Heavy Truck Driver Cook Scott D. 35,356 3,062 350 38,768
Laborer Dow Walter 32,549 1,491 1,500 35,540
Heavy Equipment Operator Hamel Joshua 40,423 3,284 450 44,157
General Foreman Lebeau, Sr. Scott 9,015 628 11,684 21,327
Laborer McAllister George 40,546 8,015 500 49,061
Heavy Equipment Operator McEvoy Arthur 29,621 5,526 12,138 47,285
Highway Foreman Morrow, Jr. Daniel 46,464 12,185 600 59,249
Heavy Truck Driver Pelchat Joseph 46,057 6,586 1,500 54,143
Highway Superintendent Perkins, Sr Jay 82,347 82,347
General Foreman Rucker Jason 48,073 15,647 63,720
Highway Foreman Schultz Mark 45,037 11,473 600 57,110
Total Highway 524,852$        79,837$ -$     30,553$ 635,242$
Solid Waste
Transfer Station Attendant (PT) Roccograndi Mark 2,586 2,586
Transfer Station Attendant (PT) Stevens Joshua 259 259
Transfer Station Attendant (PT) Gaboriault Raymond 5,959 5,959
Total Solid Waste 8,804$            -$       -$     -$       8,804$      
Maintenance
Custodian (PT) Baptiste William 34,100 63 34,163
Mechanic Foreman Beck Jeffrey J. 57,308 8,476 1,500 67,284
Custodian (FT) Childers Timothy 30,493 7,539 2,310 40,342
Carpenter Estes Tom 53,054 3,128 850 57,032
HVAC Technician Keefe Michael 40,162 3,465 43,627
Mechanic I Pittman James R. 49,343 5,782 7,432 62,557
Maintenance Superintendent Smart Kevin 77,462 77,462
Mechanic Weaver Alvin 7,944 997 8,941
Electrician Wheeler Ron 43,006 4,120 47,126
Total Maintenance 392,872$        33,570$ -$     12,092$ 438,534$
Water/Sewer Administration
Engineering Technician Berube Matthew 62,807 62,807
Utilities Clerk (PT) Bodwell Karen 13,377 13,377
Seasonal Technician Fowler Scott R. 5,252 12 5,264
Water/Sewer Engineer Jeffers Michael 84,339 84,339
Utilities Clerk (FT) Murphy Desiree 36,124 129 36,253
Total Water/Sewer Administration 201,899$        141$       -$ -$       202,040$
Water/Sewer Distribution/Collection
Heavy Equipment System Operator Bugbee Edward J. 53,813 15,905 900 70,618
W/S  D/C Technician Lord Gary 57,308 6,933 1,500 65,741
W/S  D/C Tech and HE Ops Pond Larry 43,498 8,975 52,473
Water/Sewer Foreman Rowe Richard W. 51,556 3,856 900 56,312
W/S  D/C Tech and HE Ops Souza Robert 39,379 11,120 50,499
W/S  D/C Tech and HE Ops Towle Stephen M. 50,213 11,275 900 62,388
Utility Foreman Tucker Steven 57,641 22,961 1,500 82,102
Total Water/Sewer Distribution/Collection 353,408$        81,025$ -$     5,700$    440,133$   
Water Treatment
Water Plant Operator Boland James P. 54,244 12,328 1,500 68,072
Sewer Plant Operator Cheever Michael F. 43,497 5,035 500 49,032
Water Plant Operator Fisher Douglas 47,507 5,808 500 53,815
Water plant Engineer Roy Paul A. 71,879 71,879
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W/S  D/C Technician Butler Melvin S. 58,089 23,867 1,500 83,456
Sewer Plant Sr. Operator Dalton Stephen P. 51,005 16,814 450 68,269
Total Sewer Collection 109,094$        40,681$ -$     1,950$    151,725$   
Total Public Works 2,145,777$     259,383$ -$     82,804$ 2,487,964$
Parks & Recreation Department
Recreation
Asst Parks/Recreation Director Bisson Gregory A. 57,653 57,653
Secretary PT Bugbee Nancy J. 21,634 21,634
Recreation Program Coordinator Conrad Daniel 42,159 1,949 44,108
Parks/Recreation Director Favreau Michael R. 77,217 77,217
Total Recreation 198,663$        1,949$    -$ -$       200,612$
Parks
Parks Laborer Mahoney James 33,255 5,357 38,612
Parks Laborer Perkins, Jr. Jay 31,135 1,715 32,850
Temporary Laborer Whitney Ira 7,222 280 7,502
Total Parks 71,612$          7,352$ -$ -$       78,964$    
Pool
Pool Staff Blake Charles 2,705 2,705
Pool Staff Deschenes Hannah 3,228 3,228
Pool Staff Foss Andrew 528 528
Concession Attendant Graham Colin 2,400 2,400
Pool Staff Kelso Matthew 4,384 4,384
Pool Staff Kelso Molly 4,942 4,942
Swim Instructor Lapointe Kelly 1,825 1,825
Pool Staff Lawry Alec 420 420
Concession Attendant Macaulay Sarah 2,060 2,060
Concession Attendant Macaulay Nicole 2,405 2,405
Pool Staff Marro Shannon R. 858 858
Pool Staff Oakes Tessa 3,328 3,328
Pool Staff Metivier Kayla 3,528 3,528
Pool Staff Pardus Alexander 5,430 5,430
Pool Staff Soterakopoulos Serena 4,169 4,169
Concession Attendant Willett Nicholas 2,030 2,030
Total Pool 44,240$          -$       -$     -$       44,240$    
Recreation Revolving Fund
Camp Counselor Blood Emily 2,766 2,766
Camp Counselor Boisvert Megan 2,909 2,909
Referee Cammett Brandon 360 360
Camp Counselor Carbone Alex 2,762 2,762
Camp Counselor Carr Buddy 2,700 2,700
Camp Counselor Chinburg Elsa 2,798 2,798
Office Assistant Conlin John 2,363 2,363
Intern Denoncourt Timothy 3,000 3,000
Referee Deranian Christopher 270 270
Referee Devine Christian 732 732
Camp Counselor Dickensen Daniel 3,451 3,451
Camp Counselor Dickensen Jordan 3,089 3,089
Camp Counselor Difilippo Nichole 3,046 3,046
Referee Esters Matthew 450 450
Camp Counselor Fernald Autumn 2,773 2,773
Camp Counselor Ferreri Madison 2,645 2,645
Camp Counselor Ferreri Page 3,015 3,015
Referee Fosher Garrett 762 762
Camp Counselor Galante Corey 3,053 3,053
Camp Counselor Graham Meghan 2,485 2,485
Camp Counselor Hayes Ellie 412 412
Camp Counselor Heard Rachael 2,777 2,777
Camp Counselor Holler Zachery 2,914 2,914
Referee Hoyt Brian 84 84
Camp Counselor Inzenga Jay 2,763 2,763
Camp Counselor Kelleher Brooke 3,718 3,718
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Camp Counselor Lodico Madeline 2,535 2,535
Camp Counselor Marotto-Potvin Shanice 2,612 2,612
Camp Counselor Martel Caroline 3,003 3,003
Camp Counselor Mason Alexandra 2,713 2,713
Camp Counselor Merrill Christina 1,242 1,242
Camp Counselor Mirsky Jonathon 3,185 3,185
Camp Counselor Palevich Sydney 2,521 2,521
Camp Counselor Phillips Cole 3,990 3,990
Camp Counselor Promer Aaron 3,173 3,173
Camp Counselor Ripa Logan 3,505 3,505
Referee Rocconi Caleb 120 120
Referee Rocconi Joshua 672 672
Camp Counselor Smith Courtney 2,481 2,481
Referee Standish John 696 696
Intern Tovey David 3,300 3,300
Camp Counselor Whitttum Tyler 2,775 2,775
Camp Counselor Willett Jacob 2,647 2,647
Camp Counselor Willett Morgan 2,050 2,050
Total Recreation Revolving Fund 104,032$        -$ -$     -$       104,032$
Total Parks & Recreation 418,547$        9,301$    -$ -$       427,848$
Library
Page Belanger Benjamin 1,600 1,600
Page Benson Sarah 3,013 3,013
Library Aide Boudreau Chandra 7,420 7,420
Page Boudreau Tyler 3,579 3,579
Library Aide Bourdelais Jill D. 14,644 14,644
Asst Library Director Darlington Pamela 71,364 2,500 73,864
Asst Children's Librarian De Les Dernier Denise 54,503 1,900 56,403
Librarian Ferraro Gail E. 46,775 650 47,425
Page Forster Rhys 671 671
Library Aide Fyler Theresa J. 19,877 19,877
Library Director Godino Hope F. 102,876 2,500 105,376
Librarian Grout Jean W. 52,407 1,700 54,107
Librarian Guba Carol H. 19,828 19,828
Library Aide Kane Elizabeth 16,415 16,415
Library Aide Kendall Elizabeth 8,148 8,148
Page Kenney Helene 1,724 1,724
Librarian Lanter Julia 39,629 400 40,029
Page Leonard Julia 2,349 2,349
Page Leonard Rachel 2,311 2,311
Library Aide Lima Margaret 7,116 7,116
Page L'Italien Wesley 1,481 1,481
Library Aide Peerson Susan 6,447 6,447
Library Aide Riley Susan 16,898 16,898
Page Sadowski Arianna 1,278 1,278
Page Shupe Sarah 1,870 1,870
Page Smyth Magdalena 75 75
Page Toomey Iseabel 392 392
Page Yost Candice 4,111 4,111
Total Library 508,801$        -$ -$     9,650$    518,451$   
Grand Total Total Gross Earnings 8,057,212$ 680,067$ 92,380$ 398,940$ 9,228,599$
* Special Detail is billed by the Police Department and paid by outside sources that hire special detail officers. This category of pay
does not impact the tax rate.
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Child's Name Birth Place Father's/Partner's Name Mother's NameBirth Date 
HIPKISS, RORY WILLIAM PORTSMOUTH,NH HIPKISS, SENECA HIPKISS, JENAPHER01/26/2015
LIGHTNER, DAMON SAMUEL EXETER,NH LIGHTNER, SAMUEL LIGHTNER, COLLEEN01/31/2015
WALLACE, DOMINIC ANDREW EXETER,NH WALLACE, TERRENCE WETHERBEE, ARIEL01/31/2015
ABEL, KARINA LYNN PORTSMOUTH,NH ABEL, ROBERT ABEL, STACEY02/16/2015
ROOSA, GRACIE LYNN PORTSMOUTH,NH ROOSA, DYLON SKOCZYLAS, JENNIFER03/19/2015
LOCH, HARRISON CARY PORTSMOUTH,NH LOCH, IAN LOCH, ELIZABETH03/28/2015
FORSYTH, ASHLYNN ELIZABETH EXETER,NH FORSYTH, MATTHEW FORSYTH, REBECCA04/09/2015
HANSEN, JAYDEN CHRISTOPHER EXETER,NH COTE, ASHLEY05/03/2015
WALERYSZAK, CLAIRE DEBORAH PORTSMOUTH,NH WALERYSZAK, GRAHAM WALERYSZAK, AMANDA05/09/2015
ERVIN, AUSTIN CLAYTON EXETER,NH ERVIN, TIMOTHY CRANE, ERINN05/14/2015
JACOBS, HAYDEN ABIGAIL DOVER,NH JACOBS, NICHOLAS BOYNTON, SARAH06/05/2015
COTE, SPENCER JOSEPH EXETER,NH COTE, JOSEPH THOMPSON, NATALIE07/07/2015
DESCHENES, ETHAN ROBERT EXETER,NH DESCHENES JR, DANIEL PROVENCHER, BRIANNE07/09/2015
KOSEGARTEN, KASPAR ANDREW EXETER,NH KOSEGARTEN, JAY KOSEGARTEN, GRETCHEN07/22/2015
HAMILTON, JACK EDWARD EXETER,NH HAMILTON, JUSTIN HAMILTON, GILLIAN07/23/2015
POWERS, OLIVIA LORRAIN NASHUA,NH POWERS, JUSTIN POWERS, ASHLEY08/03/2015
GORDON, FINLEY JAYMES LEBANON,NH GORDON, PATRICK GORDON, ERIN08/11/2015
CLEMENT, KALLIOPE LILY DOVER,NH CLEMENT, SHAWN CRAYTON, NICOLE08/21/2015
TREMBLAY, GRIFFIN ELLIOT WALTER EXETER,NH TREMBLAY JR, JOHN TREMBLAY, CHRISTINA08/22/2015
COPPOLA, JAMES CHARLES-COHEN MANCHESTER,NH COPPOLA, GREGORY COPPOLA, KATIE09/17/2015
HURLBERT, CHARLIE B EXETER,NH HURLBERT, GREGORY FISH, KATELYN10/16/2015
JONES, MADISON LEE MANCHESTER,NH JONES, TODD JUDD, LINDSEY11/20/2015
NOYES, ELI JAMES LEBANON,NH NOYES, STEPHEN NOYES, EMILY11/27/2015
GREGOIRE, WYN FREDERICK EXETER,NH GREGOIRE, JASON GREGOIRE, KIELE12/21/2015
LOTITO, ANTHONY ROBERT PORTSMOUTH,NH LOTITO JR, ROBERT BENCOSME, DARIAN12/22/2015
LOTITO, ANDRE ROBERT PORTSMOUTH,NH LOTITO JR, ROBERT BENCOSME, DARIAN12/22/2015
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VON SCHMID, ADRIEN HOLMES, ETHEL N01/02/2015 EXETERKELLEY, PATRICIA
DWIGHT, HENRY COOPER, MARGARET N01/05/2015 EXETERBAIN, CAROLINE
KELL, HENRY SHATRAW, IRIS N01/05/2015 EXETERDRINKWATER, RUTH
LIND, JOSEPH FLOYD, EMMA N01/08/2015 SEABROOKDOWNER, FRIEDA
BECK SR, HENRY SCRUTON, ANNIE Y01/08/2015 EXETERBECK JR, HENRY
KITTREDGE, GERALD O'TOOLE, CATHERINE N01/10/2015 EXETERKITTREDGE, GERALD
SANBORN, EASTMAN UNKNOWN, DOROTHY Y01/10/2015 EXETERHOYT, MURIEL
CHURCHILL, FRED MASSEY, EVELYN N01/10/2015 BRENTWOODHINDS, MARY LOU
DENONCOUR, ALBERT LORANGER, ROSEALBA Y01/14/2015 EXETERDENONCOUR, DENNIS
RICHARDS, EDWARD BRITTON, MAUDE N01/15/2015 BRENTWOODTARDIFF, OLIVE
BERRY, GEORGE DUNCAN, ELIZABETH N01/17/2015 EXETERLAPORTE, CAROLINE
DEWEY, FRANCIS BOWEN, ELIZABETH N01/17/2015 EXETERGILMAN, DOROTHY
RICHARDSON, EUGENE RIPPLE, JESSICA Y01/18/2015 EXETERRICHARDSON II, ARTEMAS
CURTIN, RALPH DREW, FRANCES N01/19/2015 EXETERBOYNTON, ELIZABETH
HALLER, SHERMAN WOOD, RHODORA N01/19/2015 EXETERHALLER, HAROLD
SARGEANT, STEPHEN GOODWIN, LILLIAN Y01/22/2015 EXETERSARGEANT, RICHARD
DYKERMAN, OSCAR HERBET, DYNA N01/22/2015 EXETERHOWARD, GELA
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CHAMBERLIN, EDWIN SANDS, CLARE N01/23/2015 EXETERPRENTICE, MARY
MCDEVITT, JOHN FINAN, GERTRUDE Y01/23/2015 EXETERMCDEVITT, JOHN
GOODALE, WILLIAM CHASE, RUTH N01/23/2015 EXETERSARGENT, DOREEN
CARBONNEAU SR, LIONEL CAHILL, MORGIANNA Y01/24/2015 EXETERCARBONNEAU JR, LIONEL
AYOTTE, JOSEPH DUCHARME, LORETTA Y01/25/2015 BRENTWOODAYOTTE, PAUL
MARSTON, EUGENE PELTIER, HELEN N01/25/2015 EXETERCARON, MARY
BALDINELLI, ROCCO BARTLEY, CLARA N01/26/2015 EXETERDREW, ADELE
EVANS, HORACE PHILBRICK, MARTHA N01/29/2015 EXETERMCCOURT, BARBARA
BROADBENT, JOSEPH O'LEARY, FLORENCE Y01/29/2015 EXETERBROADBENT, ROBERT
FLANDERS, FRANK DUPUIS, DELPHINE N01/31/2015 EXETERFLANDERS, DAVID
BRAMBILLA, CHARLES ROMEANO, ZAIRA N02/02/2015 EXETERBRAMBILLA, CHARLES
FULLERTON, ALBERT DURLING, MARJORIE Y02/04/2015 EXETERFULLERTON, JOHN
ATWATER SR, JOHN MCLAUGHLAN, JILL Y02/04/2015 EXETERATWATER JR, JOHN
FONTANA, MICHAEL ARENA, ANGELINA N02/05/2015 EXETERCALDER, JOSEPHINE
WORCESTER, THOMAS LIFFLER, ELISABETH N02/07/2015 EXETERWORCESTER, REBECCA
BRENNAN, JOHN BAKER, MARGARET Y02/09/2015 EXETERBRENNAN, WILLIAM
CARD, PRESTON JOHNSTON, MARGARET N02/13/2015 EXETERSUYDAM, PEGGY
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RITCHIE, JOSEPH COLLINS, BEATRICE N02/21/2015 EXETERDELTORTO, MARIE
SIMMONS, LUCIOUS LANE, EVELYN Y02/22/2015 EXETERSIMMONS, MARK
KANE, JOHN ANDERSON, REGINA Y02/23/2015 EXETERKANE, THEODORE
HATCH, NORMAN HAY, GERTRUDE N02/24/2015 EXETERDUNN, AUDREY
O'MALLEY, PATRICK ROUSE, M EVELYN N02/26/2015 EXETERO'MALLEY, PATRICIA
BRYAN, GEORGE GALE, SALOME Y02/28/2015 HAMPTONBRYAN, RICHARD
GALLANT, CHRISTOPHER BOISVERT, HOLLY N02/28/2015 EXETERGALLANT, JUSTIN
HAMMOND, CHARLES CLARK, LUCY N03/02/2015 EXETERHAMMOND, HERBERT
JACQUES, THEODULE ROBBINS, MURIEL N03/02/2015 EXETERWHITE, MARIE
BAVUSO, ANTHONY CONRAN, MARGUERITE N03/04/2015 EXETERSALTER, ANNA
SHERIDAN, PATRICK MCNEIL, FLORENCE N03/06/2015 EXETERTHOMPSON, MARY
MARSHALL, ROBERT HIGGINS, LILLIAN Y03/07/2015 EXETERMARSHALL, ROBERT
PAUL, MAX AAKJAR, ELIZABETH N03/08/2015 HAMPTONPAUL, RAYMOND
DEGRANGE, ALBERT BARRIE, LAURA N03/09/2015 EXETERFERRON, VIOLETTE
STONE, ARTHUR GAFFNEY, HESTER Y03/12/2015 EXETERSTONE, DONALD
MCKENNEY, ARTHUR LEVASSEUR, NORA N03/12/2015 RYEHURT, VIRGINIA
WISE, CHARLES WHEELER, MILDRED N03/14/2015 EXETERSANDSTROM, DOROTHY
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READ, RICHARD ENEBUSKE, CLARA N03/16/2015 EXETERREAD, BERTRAM
SUPERNAULT, RAYMOND PRIMEAU, MALINDA N03/16/2015 EXETERWRIGHT, KERI
CARR SR, HOUGHTON GRAY, ANNE Y03/17/2015 MANCHESTERCARR JR, HOUGHTON
DIETRICH, HENRY STOUT, ALICE N03/18/2015 EXETERGARDNER, DOROTHY
JORDAN, CHARLES MCCOOK, HELEN Y03/19/2015 EXETERJORDAN SR, ROBERT
GUTT, JOSEPH HAMMER, MARY Y03/22/2015 EXETERLINDER, JOSEPH
FELLERS, SAMUEL RYAN, LEODA N03/23/2015 EXETERRYAN, PATRICIA
BEACOM, JOHN HYNES, CATHERINE N03/25/2015 EXETERJEHLY, MARY
ALLEN, HORACE BALLANTINE, MARY N03/30/2015 EXETERHUBBE, NANCY
BRODERICK, JOHN CALNAN, ELLA N04/04/2015 BRENTWOODLEE, ELAINE
GAGNON, IVAN SOUCY, ADELINE N04/08/2015 EXETERLAVOIE, CYNTHIA
NAGLE, JOHN GILES, REBECCA N04/16/2015 EXETERHOLMES, CONSTANCE
DAVIS SR, WESLEY CRAWLEY, MARY N04/20/2015 EXETERDAVIS JR, WESLEY
STORY, EVERETT BRACKETT, HELEN Y04/23/2015 EXETERSTORY, DONALD
ALDRICH, RAYMOND CARPENTER, EDNA N04/26/2015 FREMONTSLOAN, DORIS
HILBOURNE, ACER FARRAR, ADELAID N04/28/2015 EXETERJENKINS, AUDREY
SELSOR, MARK WOODHOUSE, JUNE N04/28/2015 EXETERPETZY, LORRAINE
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LINDNER SR, ROBERT SWANSON, ALMA N05/04/2015 EXETERLINDNER JR, ROBERT
MCMILLAN, JOHN BURT, MAMIE N05/06/2015 EXETERRUSSELL, DOROTHY
SHEERMAN, THOMAS MORRISON, MARY N05/07/2015 EXETERHOLZMANN, MARY
MCCARTY, HAROLD LOWRY, ELIZABETH Y05/08/2015 EXETERMCCARTY, JAMES
MCNEIL SR, DANIEL WILSON, GRACE Y05/10/2015 MERRIMACKMCNEIL JR, DANIEL
DICKENS, LEONARD GRIFFIN, ZELMA N05/11/2015 EXETERDICKENS SR, RICHARD
BEERS SR, NORMAN HANKIN, MARIE N05/19/2015 EXETERBEERS, WAYNE
MALONEY, WILLIAM CONLY, GRACE N05/24/2015 EXETERMALONEY, MAUREEN
URBANI, ASCONZO BONOMO, CELISTINA N05/24/2015 EXETERURBANI, E
LOMASTRO SR, JOSEPH ROSE, ALINE N05/30/2015 EXETERLOMASTRO, JASON
PFLUEGER, JOHN MALODIA, BEATRICE N06/05/2015 EXETERPFLUEGER, JOHN
FORREST, ISAIAH PLUMMER, PRISCILLA N06/07/2015 EXETERANNIS, ELIZABETH
BRYSON, JOSEPH O'MALLEY, AGNES N06/08/2015 EXETERCASH, ESTHER
UPHAM, SUMNER THOMPSON, FRANCES Y06/10/2015 EXETERUPHAM, THOMPSON
RANDOLPH, HAROLD ZWAHLEN, ROSALIE N06/19/2015 EXETERWALKER, JOAN
GREENE, BENJAMIN MURPHY, MARY N06/21/2015 EXETERGREENE, MARY
KOROSKI SR, WALTER VAILLANCOURT, ALICE N06/24/2015 FREMONTKOROSKI JR, WALTER
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TURNER, FLOYD CHESLEY, RUTH N06/26/2015 RYESHAW, PAULINE
GALLANT, THOMAS REYNOLDS, BLANCHE N06/27/2015 EXETERDAY, VERA
GIBNEY SR, CECIL HITCHCOCK, EUNICE N07/01/2015 EXETERGIBNEY JR, CECIL
LUSSIER, LEON MCCONNELL, MARY N07/01/2015 EXETERMCCARTIN, JEANNE
DISTELL, WILLIAM RODGERS, BERTHA Y07/05/2015 EXETERGALLI, RENE
SANDERSON SR, RICHARD LEBRUN, CYNTHIA N07/07/2015 EXETERSANDERSON JR, RICHARD
BRINK, THEODORE LASER, DOROTHY N07/08/2015 BRENTWOODWAUGH, HEATHER
EMLOCK, WILLIAM EMLOCK, HELEN N07/17/2015 EXETEREMLOCK, WILLIAM
MESSER, RAYMOND NOYES, RUTH N07/18/2015 EXETERFINNEGAN, MARY
RUGG JR, CLAYTON PITIBALD, JEANNE N07/22/2015 EXETERRUGG, MARGARET
LORD, GUY ABBOTT, MARGARET Y07/24/2015 PORTSMOUTHLORD, WILLIAM
TUCKER, JOHN WARNOCK, DOROTHY Y07/24/2015 EXETERTUCKER, JOHN
SEAVEY, RALPH LAMOTHE, MICHELLE N07/25/2015 EXETERLAMOTHE, JOSHUA
MARCH, CHARLES VAUPAL, MILDRED Y07/25/2015 EXETERMARCH, RICHARD
FISK, ELLSWORTH TUTTLE, ALICE N07/28/2015 HAMPTONHARRINGTON, HELEN
STERBUTZEL, CARL KUBIC, AGNES N08/04/2015 EXETEROTTO, MARY
GORMAN, HAROLD MACDONALD, THERESA N08/08/2015 EXETERGORMAN, ALAN
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MENTZER, HOWARD OHRTMAN, MADGE N08/20/2015 EXETERGOTTSHALL, MADGE
ROBERTSON, DONALD HARRISON, DELORES N08/25/2015 EXETERHARRISON, DONALD
DAVIS, HAROLD WILSON, LILA N08/27/2015 EXETERFOSTER, JEAN
VAILLANCOURT, ERNEST MARTELL, YVETTE N09/03/2015 BRENTWOODCHISOLM, BLANCHE
ALLARD JR, CLARENCE LUFKIN, SANDRA N09/04/2015 EXETERSTICKNEY, CHRISTINE
FISHER, GEORGE CARNEY, ZILDA N09/05/2015 EXETERFISHER, GEORGE
WELSH, JOHN ANDREWS, FLORENCE N09/17/2015 EXETERCUSTODIO, DONA
MILLER, HERMAN VALINSKY, MARY N09/18/2015 EXETERABRAMS, ELINOR
CHILCOTT, JAMES WHITLOCK, MONA N09/18/2015 EXETERESTEN, BARBARA
SLIPP, CECIL EKMAN, JUNE N09/20/2015 EXETERSLIPP, STEVEN
STEVENS, WALTER TAIPALE, MIRIAM Y09/20/2015 DOVERSTEVENS, CHADD
BRICKLEY, JOHN NOBLE, ELIZABETH N09/23/2015 EXETERBRICKLEY, JOHN
IODICE, DOMINIC DIMARCO, ANNA Y09/23/2015 EXETERIODICE, RUDOLPH
DENONCOUR, HERBERT HERSEY, OLIVE Y09/25/2015 EXETERDENONCOUR, PETER
DUMOULIN, ROLAND CHARETTE, KATHLEEN N09/28/2015 EXETERDICKENS, JACQUELINE
SMALLWOOD SR, JOHN LINKROUM, CAROLYN Y10/02/2015 EXETERSMALLWOOD, JOHN
ABELY, DONALD CHEVALIER, MARY N10/02/2015 EXETERABELY, DONNA
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KUCHUTA, JOHN VARMAS, MARY N10/02/2015 EXETERSMOLENACK, ANN
LEES, ROBERT COWE, SARAH Y10/03/2015 EXETERLEES, WILLIAM
FRENCH, LEON AYERS, ELSIE Y10/03/2015 EXETERFRENCH, ARTHUR
SHONK, REESE GRUBECKI, THERESA N10/03/2015 EXETERRACZKOWSKI, PENNY
KNAPP, C RUSSELL THOMAS, LILLIAN N10/08/2015 EXETERKNAPP, EDMUND
POOLE, ALEXANDER BECKER, GERTRUDE N10/09/2015 EXETERCONDIT, GERTRUDE
SMITH, LEROY LEE, FLORENCE Y10/09/2015 EXETERSMITH, LEE
RICKER, CHARLES KELLER, SUZANNE N10/11/2015 NORTH HAMPTONPEPPER, SUSAN
FRANCZAK, JOSEPH GOODRUM, PEGGY N10/14/2015 EXETERROSENBERG, CAROLINE
DESTASIO, CARMEN PALUMBO, ROSE N10/17/2015 EXETERCANGIAMILA, THELMA
HIGGINS, DANIEL BOOTH, ADA N10/21/2015 EXETERMCVAY, ANNA
BEALE, FREDERICK GRAYDON, ELLEN N10/25/2015 EXETERDOSTIE, ELLEN
SAGLIO, JACK UNKNOWN, ROSE N10/26/2015 EXETERDOBSON, DOROTHY
FRENCH, RICHARD MOORE, SHARON N11/01/2015 LEBANONFRENCH, ADAM
CARPENTER, GEORGE MORRILL, ANNIE Y11/06/2015 EXETERCARPENTER JR, GEORGE
JONES, FREDERICK BROWN, JERICE N11/09/2015 EXETEREATON, LAURETTA
BROWNELL, EMORY HART, EVELYN N11/10/2015 EXETERBACALL, JOAN
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BROUILLETTE, MARK COLBY, CAROLYN N11/20/2015 EXETERBROUILLETTE, THOMAS
NEWMAN, LAURENCE JARVIS, ELEANOR N11/22/2015 EXETERCUTLIFFE, JANET
HAWES, ARNOLD WALKER, FLORENCE N11/22/2015 DOVERHAWES, STEPHEN
HOPE, WILLIAM NAVES, ORA N11/24/2015 EXETERWEST, RITA
DESILETS, JOHN GAGNON, ALBERTINE N11/26/2015 EXETERDESILETS-PROULX, IRENE
MOULTON, SHIRLEY CHAMBERS, BESSIE N11/28/2015 EXETERBROWN, SYLVIA
WEEKS SR, CARNES SHOEMAKER, MARGARET Y11/29/2015 EXETERWEEKS JR, CARNES
LOCH, TEOFIL WODZIAK, ANTONINA Y11/30/2015 EXETERLOCH, JOSEPH
MARKEY, STANLEY TVERGA, TEKLA Y12/03/2015 SANDOWNMARKEY, ALFRED
ANDERSON, CHRISTIAN BURRILL, ETHEL N12/06/2015 PORTSMOUTHGIUFFRIDA, LOIS
IRELAND, CHARLES BROWN, DOROTHY N12/09/2015 EXETERIRELAND, GEORGE
SHEA, CHARLES KEHOE, GRACE N12/11/2015 EXETERMASON, SARAH
MARTIN, HAROLD CHASE, EVELYN N12/12/2015 EXETERONEILL, BARBARA
WOLFF, RUBEN HODGKINS, GRACE N12/15/2015 EXETERWOLFF, JASON
NELSON, EDWIN LANDON, GRACE N12/20/2015 EXETERHUFFAKER, HELEN
CHASE, ROBERT HUTCHINSON, LORRAINE N12/22/2015 EXETERCHASE, RICHARD
UNDERWOOD, KENNETH THOMAS, KATHRYN N12/24/2015 EXETERMARTIN, DENISE
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ROBINSON, EUGENE FAUNCE, ELEANOR Y12/27/2015 EXETERROBINSON, DONALD
MACCARONE, GAETANO ALVANESE, SILVIA Y12/30/2015 EXETERMACCARONE, GAETANO




Town of Exeter 
Town Manager’s Office
10 Front Street, Exeter, NH 03833 
Statement of Interest 
Boards and Committee Membership 
Committee Selection: 
 New Re-Appointment   Regular   Alternate 
Name:          Email: 
Address:   _______________________________________ Phone: 
Registered Voter:    Yes  No  
Statement of Interest/experience/background/qualification, etc. (resume can be attached). 
If this is re-appointment to a position, please list all training sessions you have attended relative to your appointed position. 
I understand that: 1. this application will be presented to the Exeter Selectboard only for the position specified above 
and not for subsequent vacancies on the same board; 2. The Town Manager and Selectboard may nominate someone 
who has not filed a similar application; 3. this application will be available for public inspection. 
 After submitting this application for appointment to the Town Manager: 
• The application will be reviewed and you will be scheduled for an interview with the Selectmen
• Following the interview the Board will vote on your potential appointment at the next regular meeting
• If appointed, you will receive a letter from the Town Manager and will be required to complete paperwork with the Town
Clerk prior to the start of your service on the committee or board.
I certify that I am 18 years of age or older: 





















AS AMENDED AT THE FEB 4, 2016 
DELIBERATIVE SESSION  
EXETER REGION COOPERATIVE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT 
Article 01: ERCSD Operating Budget FY17 
Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations 
by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth 
on the budget posted with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session, for the 
purposes set forth therein, totaling $56,692,794?  Should this article be defeated, the 
operating budget shall be $56,520,140 which is the same as last year, with certain 
adjustments required by previous action of the District or by law; or the governing body may 
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a 
revised operating budget only.  (The School Board and Budget Advisory Committee both 
recommend $56,692,794 as set forth on said budget.) 
Article 02: CRF for Synthetic Turf Replacement 
To see if the school district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to $50,000 to be 
placed in the Synthetic Turf Replacement Capital Reserve Fund previously established under 
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for replacement of the synthetic turf field located at Exeter High 
School. This sum to come from the June 30 undesignated fund balance available for transfer 
on July 1. No amount to be raised from taxation. (The School Board and the Budget Advisory 
Committee both recommend this appropriation.) Majority vote required. 
Article 03: CMS Expansion and Renovation 
To see if the school district will vote to establish a Cooperative Middle School Renovation 
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the renovation and expansion of 
the Cooperative Middle School and to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000,000 to be 
placed in this fund.  (The School Board and the Budget Advisory Committee both recommend 
this appropriation.) Majority vote required 
Article 04: Citizens Petition 
(By Citizens Petition)  "Shall the district ask the Exeter Regional Cooperative School Board 
to accept a vote of "confidence" in the continuing leadership and tenure of Superintendent 




































Directory of Services 
www.exeternh.gov  
BOARD OF SELECTMEN  
Selectmen meet every other Monday evenings at 7:00PM at the Town Office Building, Nowak Room.  Check our 
website for the next scheduled meeting date.  Agenda items for Selectmen's meetings must be submitted to the 
Town Manager’s Office by 12:00 Noon the prior Wednesday.  For more information call 778-0591 ext. 102. 
TOWN MANAGER 
The Town Manager has oversight over the daily operations of the Town government with the exception to the 
public library, which is governed by a separate Board of Trustees. The Treasurer and Town Clerk are elected directly 
by the people; these offices work with, but do not report to, the Town Manager. 778-0591 ext. 102 
TOWN CLERK 
The Town Clerk's Office is located at the Town Office building, 10 Front Street.  Hours are Monday thru Friday 
8:15AM till 4:00PM.  For more information, call 778-0591 ext. 403. 
ASSESSING OFFICE 
The Assessing Office is located in the Town Office building for assessment and/or exemption information on your 
property.  Hours are Monday thru Friday 8:00AM - 4:30PM.  Questions?  Call 773-6110. 
EXETER PUBLIC LIBRARY 
The Exeter Public Library is located at Founder's Park.  For hours and information about the Exeter Public Library, 
call 772-3101 or go to the library website at www.exeterpl.org.   
EXTV—PEG PROGRAMMING 
Cable Channel 22 is the Exeter Local Government channel.  Tune in to see live broadcasts of the meetings. Check 
our website for meeting dates.  The Education Channel in Exeter is Channel 13, operated by SAU16.  Public Access 
in Exeter is seen on Channel 98.  773-6118 
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
The department's role is to provide the temporary relief needed by members of the community that have fallen 
on difficult times. 773-6116 
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
The Exeter Parks and Recreation Department is located at 32 Court Street.  The Recreation Department sponsors 
programs for all ages including sports, trips, public pool, tennis, adventure camp, etc.  Call 773-6151 for 
information, check your local newspaper, or check the website www.exeternh.gov for upcoming events. 
PLANNING, BUILDING, ZONING 
The Planning Department, Building Inspector, Zoning Department and Natural Resource Planner are located 
upstairs in the Town Office building.  Hours are 8:00AM - 4:30PM Monday thru Friday.  Questions for any of the 
departments, call 773-6112.   
WATER/SEWER/TAX COLLECTOR 
The Tax Collector is located in Town Office building within the Water and Sewer Billing Department.  Hours are 
8:15AM - 4:00PM Monday thru Friday. For questions, call 773-6108. 
WINTER PARKING BAN 
There is a winter parking ban from December 1 thru March 15.  During that time NO PARKING is permitted on any 
public street between Midnight and 6:00AM.  Call Exeter Dispatch at 772-1212 for more information. 
Like us on Facebook 
